BUSINESS MANAGEMENT SOP

I have always believed that successful business quests are what take human lives further and I have constantly observed this as my father is a businessman himself. I have observed my father manage people, make intelligent decisions and work hard to ensure that the business runs good. It has constantly motivated and intrigued me to grow and become a businessman myself. I also understand that the world of business management is markedly dynamic and volatile. With the conviction and willingness to toil hard to reach my career goal, I seek admission to the under graduate program in business management from the University of Even from my foundational academic years, I have always been a hard-working student who never discounted away from carrying out my academic obligations. I was very responsible for my academic performance and as such, I have always paid attention to my classes, done my homework and never flinched away from submitting my academic seminars and projects. This conscientious nature of mine has carried over to my higher standards as well, and my excellent scores stand testimonial to the same. Despite being an excellent student academically, I never shut myself off from indulging actively in various extracurricular activities and I have constantly fared well in a range of extramural activities both in individual and team capacities. I was an active member of various clubs in my school and attended various events as well. I was a member of the Subcommittee of the club “Dalal Street”. I was also an administrator of MUN and actively involved in various activities of the NGO “Kartavya”.

Having born into a family where dinner-table talks always revolved around my father’s business, entrepreneurial spirit was nurtured in me even from childhood. The way my father made quick decisions, spoke to his partners and business associates, interacted with customer and clients and managed the business successfully always surprised me. I always knew my father had been doing a tougher job and I always wanted to help him. However, my father taught me to dream big and wanted me to incept a business myself. This is what persuaded me to take us business management as a preferred course for my under graduate course so that I can leverage my honed managerial, communication, interpersonal and people skills to drive great success to my business when I incept the same.

In order to understand more about the course, I have carried out a range of researches online which helped me realize that the course is carefully prepared to mold any aspiring student into an ardent management professional. The curriculum of the course is designed in such a way that it offers the aspirants with impeccable insights to various managerial subjects such as human resource development, principles of management, organization behavior, marketing management, managerial accounting and managerial statistics and mathematics. I am convinced that the course will definitely transform me into a capable and dynamic management professional in no time.

As the UK is considered the best place to pursue higher education in the management domain, it was only natural for me to select the same to pursue my under graduation in business management from UK. The matchless tradition of the UK in proffering international students with admirable training in business management has played a crucial role in the decision-making process. The constant support of the UK government, the invaluable infrastructural capabilities of the UK and the sheer value an under graduate program from the UK in management can bestow upon my profile have all helped me cement my final decision.
My researches to find a befitting university were extremely strenuous and time-consuming as most of the universities in the UK match each other well. However, what helped me choose the University of Place were the reviews I had read about it online which emphasized upon the unrivaled infrastructural capabilities and pragmatic nature of its learning methods. My further researches helped me realize that the university utilizes experiential learning methods such as group discussion, debate boards, seminars and presentations along with exceptional internship opportunities. I am convinced that the university along with its talented and experienced faculty and academic capabilities will unquestionably mentor me into a skilled, proficient and fervent management professional and leader who can carry out management activities convincingly.

As a student intending to pursue my under graduation in the UK, I am completely aware of the financial obligations that I need to shoulder and fulfill during the course of my study. In order to ensure that all expenses such as tuition fee, accommodation and living, travel and all other academic expenses, I have already secured an education loan from one of the leading banks in my native. My researches about the living and academic expenses in the UK have helped me realize that the loan is more than ample to help me defray all my bills on time. All the required documents to testify my financial wherewithal have been attached herewith for your scrutiny.

After the under graduate program, I would like to continue my journey of academic training in the field of business management and seek admission to one of the leading universities for my master program in business management. After finishing my master program, I would like to leverage my academic proficiencies and pedagogic training to incept a food manufacturing and processing business. I am certain that the management training and facilitation I will have received from the courses would endow me with the required drive and impetus to make my entrepreneurial initiative successful.